TRAVEL TO CUBA WITH CABEL!

"EL CAMINO DE LOS AUTORES" CELEBRANDO LA VIDA DE ALMA FLOR ADA Y OTROS AUTORES CUBANOS

"A JOURNEY WITH THE AUTHORS" CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF ALMA FLOR ADA AND OTHER CUBAN AUTHORS

DATES: DECEMBER 27, 2017 - JANUARY 4, 2018

KEY POINTS OF INTEREST:
Havana • Santa Clara • Valle de los Ingenios • Trinidad • Camaguey (Alma Flor Ada’s birthplace) • and More!

Walk the historical streets of Havana
Immerse yourself in children and adult literature in Spanish
Get a closer look at educational programs
Understand the rich history of the Cuban culture
Learn about Cuban society & historical events
Experience vibrant art and music
Contemplate current events
Celebrate both the new year and the 80th birthday of Cuban educator, author, and poet, Alma Flor Ada, and other authors
TRAVEL WITH CABEL:
CABE is expanding to offer international trips that broaden and enrich the educational, literary, linguistic, social, artistic, cultural and global context of teaching, learning and leading in our schools today.

Join us for an unforgettable experience of traveling with bilingual educators and partners to Cuba, the home country of beloved bilingual author and poet, Alma Flor Ada.

Experience the wide range of children's and adult literary works by historical and current day Cuban authors as we travel and connect these pieces of literature to historical and current day contexts that can be applied to our teaching and learning in California classrooms.

THE DETAILS
COST:
- Single Room--$2700/per person
- Double Room--$2500/per person
- Airfare not included
- Maximum of 20 people will be accepted.

Trip cost includes lodging for 7 nights, all meals, in country transportation, literary and historical tours with Cuban-based tour guide, educational experiences, translation into English if needed, New Year’s Eve dinner, celebration with Alma Flor Ada, reading and educational resources.

AIR TRAVEL:
All air travel must be arranged through Cuba Travel Services upon confirmation of participation.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS: This group travel to Cuba is being conducted under regulations of the US Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), General License, Code of Federal Regulations §515.574. All travelers must have a valid passport or permanent resident card. A visa/tourist card for Cuba is required and can be purchased at airport prior to travel or through travel agent at an additional cost. (For more information, please visit www.cubavisaservices.com or arrange through CABE.)


PAYMENT:
- Upon confirmation of travel, a deposit of $500 is due to CABE by November 1, 2017
- Remaining balance due December 4, 2017

QUESTIONS? Contact delma@gocabe.org or call 626-814-4441 ext 104